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Validity Analysis on Actuality of Patent Information Use for 
the Future Skills Needs Outlook
Hwang Gyu Hee, Ju In Joong, Ban Ga Un
1. Study Purpose
The purpose of this study is to verify the validity of future skills needs 
outlook to actuality empirically by using patent and to develop the forecast 
methodology for skills needs. In particular, recently spotlighted information 
security area was targeted for verifying the validity of future skills needs 
outlook analysis method to actuality by utilizing the patent analysis. This 
study entails the following 3 goals.
First, it builds a future skills needs forecast methodology by using patent 
for information security. Second, it examines the validity of forecast result to 
actuality by comparing the realized skills with the expected skills based on 
the previous information. Third, it presents the methodology of future skill 
needs outlook in general by using patent analysis. 
2. Study Scheme & Method
This study selected information security field within ICT(Information 
Communication Technology: hereafter ICT), which had considerable 
technological advancement in recent years and is relatively well organized 
field for required skills needs through job analysis at present point of view 
after pilot analysis.
This study is configured in five large schemes: ① Patent extraction and 
IPC(IPC, International Patent Classification: hereafter IPC) analysis, ② 
extraction of skills unit based on job analysis, ③ correspondence of skills 
and IPC, ④ skills trend analysis and skills needs forecasting, ⑤ validity 
verification of skills needs forecast.
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[Figure 1] Study scheme
Extracting patent was carried out by correcting search formula recursively 
via IPC analysis, and the final search formula was determined through skills 
analysis. From the initial formula setting, security professionals provided 
consulting in repetitive correcting process. Extraction of skills unit from job 
was carried out through a meta-analysis on related information security job 
analysis study of domestic and international duties. Especially, a great deal of 
support was made from job analysis data of the United States. Connecting 
IPC code with skills unit of information security field, which was collected 
from existing job analysis studies through comprehensivizaton, was obtained 
in collaboration between researchers and information security professionals. 
Connecting IPC code with skills unit of information security field is a key 
link that enables skills trend analysis from patent trend.
Future skill needs outlook for information security was drawn through 
exploratory analysis on time-serial trend of skills trend extracted from patent 
trend. Through repetitive consulting with professionals on analysis result, the 
wide case and narrow case of connection between IPC code and skills unit 
of information security field was distinguished. 4 groups of forecast results 
from 2 × 2 by distinguishing analysis on Top 20 patent applied companies 
from analysis on entire patents. There appeared skills units that presents 
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Study subject Researcher Study method Main contents
study 
in
English
Future skills 
demand
forecast
CEDEFOP
(2012)
- Utilize 
macroeconomy 
model
- Compare & analyze 
European countries’ 
skills
- demand before and 
after Economic crisis
Future skills 
demand
OECD
(2012a,b) - Survey
- Skills forecast required 
by future jobs
Skills demand
forecast at 
national level
World Bank
(2008, 2010)
- Statistics office 
data
- Survey
- Each country’s 
Technology of labor 
market
Skills needed 
for green jobs ILO(2011)
- Qualitative 
study
- Green job related 
status
Skills demand
forecast
Pollin and
Wicks-Lim
(2008)
- Utilize Industry 
relation table
- Measure job creation 
effect by country
consistent outlook in 4 outlooks along with skills unit that has difference in 
each outlook result. 
For the forecast results with different result, introducing which forecasting 
method was explored for raising validity to actuality. And for how much 
validity to actuality do the overall forecast result including consistent forecast 
results have, surveys on experts and industry was carried out.
When summarizing the study approaches made in the course of connection 
system in each process are as follows.
① Extracting skills unit from information security jobs: The meta-analysis 
on research at home and abroad
② Connecting skill unit with IPC: The group interviews with researchers 
and expert group
③ Skills needs outlook by patent analysis: analysis on pattern recognition(a 
kind of data mining) for the 174,155 patents extracted
④ Verifying validity: Group interview with researchers and experts
3. Study Contents
1) Review on related studies
After reviewing the theoretical study for the general relationship of 
technology and skills, the research at home and abroad associated with the 
future skills needs outlook were explored.
 <Table 1> Studies on future skills demand at home and abroad
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Study subject Researcher Study method Main contents
study 
in
Korean
Future skills 
demand
forecast
methodology
Kim, Mi-ran
(2005a, 
2005b)
- Case study
- Present approach 
method to Skills 
needs
Present 
necessity
and method of
corporate skills
needs study
Oh, 
Ho-Young
et al.(2008)
- National 
employee 
survey(US), 
Employee 
Skills study 
(UK)
- Identify Skills 
structure change from 
Industry structure 
change
National Skills
forecast
Kim, Hyung-
Man et al.
(2010),
Lee, Sung et
al.(2011), 
Kim,
Hyung-Man 
et al.(2012)
- Survey - Corporate Skills needs study
Future 
work-force
needs
Hwang,
Gyu-hee et 
al.
(2010)
- Patent & 
thesis analysis
- Technology forecast 
and following job 
change forecast
Future skills 
needs
analysis
Hwang,
Gyu-hee et 
al.
(2011a)
- Patent 
analysis
- Explore quantitative 
Future skills needs 
analysis method
Future 
work-force
needs forecast
Hwang,
Gyu-hee et al.
(2011b)
- Patent & 
thesis analysis
- Quantitative forecast 
method of Future 
work-force needs forecast 
from technological 
change
2) Information security field as analysis target
In this study, information security field was selected as the target filed 
because of fairly easy comparison of skills forecast through patent analysis 
that had considerably advanced skills needs analysis among ICT fields. The 
range of information security in this study was set with “2011 IT information 
technology competitiveness analysis report of Korea using measured 
information(paper patent) published by Ministry of Knowledge Economy as 
the starting point.”
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<Table 2> Knowledge information security in Ministry of Knowledge Economy’s IT 
technology competitiveness analysis report
2nd classification 3rd classification
Common base security
Encryption technology(Algorythm/Protocol)
Authentication technology
Additional channel attack prevention
ID management & privacy information protection
technology
Network & System 
security
Access control
Secure communication
Penetration defence technology
Continuance management technology
Accident responding technology
Security management technology
Service/Application security
Contents security
Web/E-mail application service security
VoOP/IPTV/LBS security
Cloud security
Physical security
Facility audit
Access control
Electronic wave security
Convergence security
Intelligent car security
Airliner/Ship building security
u-Healthcare security
Financial security
Smart-grid security
Industry control system security
In this study, physical security was excluded because it is away from the 
perspective of this study. Application services security and convergence 
security were partially included because they were regarded as a utilization 
area of information security. But the main analysis target is information 
security that includes network security and systems security as the core along 
with the common basic security. However, common basic security was not 
separately analyzed but included in the analysis of network security and 
system security. For current state and issue of information security 
technology, actual situation and prospects of information security industry at 
home and abroad and information security personnel demand, existing 
literature were summarized.
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Job classification
Required skills
2nd 2nd
Strategy &
planning
Risk analysis
Security vulnerability analysis; Network 
security
scanner(network security scanner); 
Simulated hacking
and simulated penetration
Information protection
policy &
plan establishment
ISMS(Information Security Management 
System); Security policy; Out-sourced 
security management; Job separation; 
Audit logging; PC security; Data security; 
Network security; Server security
Privacy information
protection management
Privacy information protection law; 
Privacy information
encryption
Marketing &
sales
Marketing 
management Marketing management
Technology sales
Security consulting and security 
consulting method;
Risk analysis; Protection measure
R&D &
Realization
R&D Encryption algorithm
Realization -
Education &
training
General & user 
education -
Expert education -
Management & Project management Security architecture
3) Job contents and required knowledge of information security field
Before analyzing information security job classifications and required skills, 
current situation and prospects of human resources was arranged by utilizing 
existing researches. For analysis on job configuration and required knowledge, 
materials at home and abroad along with expert consultation were used for 
extraction. After reviewing the required knowledge for information protection 
and education certification program in the United States, the relevant research 
materials for the information security job analysis in Korea was arranged. As 
the final step, the experts’ opinions were reflected to extract the skills needs 
of information security jobs. The result of extracted kills through reviewing 
analysis contents by job analysis is presented in <Table 3> as the necessary 
skills corresponding to the sub-classification of job classification. Patents 
analysis in the following is performed in response to these required skills, 
while identifiable job as patent or general item included job were eliminated 
to limit on the technical matters.
<Table 3> Job classification and required skills in information security field
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operation
Information 
infrastructure
security management
Firewall building; Virus vaccin; 
Spyware; Phishing;
Spam; DB security encryption; 
OTP(One-Time Password);
PKI(Public Key Infrastructure); 
VPN(Virtual Private Network) 
DDoS(Distributed Denial of Service);
MDM(Mobile Device Management); 
IPS(Intrusion Prevention System); 
Authentication service
Physical security -
Accident 
response
Monitoring & 
response
Vulnerability analysis: Log analysis; 
Security control; APT(Advanced 
Persistent Threat)　
Digital forensic
Understanding forensic; Cryptology; 
Hacking technique;
Cyber attack
Job continuity 
management -
Evaluation &
Authentication
Evaluation 
authentication
& quality assurance
-
Information system
security audit
Security audit; Information security 
event management
4) Forecasting skills needs by patent analysis
① Extracting skills needs from patent analysis
The basic material for patent analysis is the patents applied to Korean 
Intellectual Property Office in each year(as of September 30, 2013), which 
were extracted through KIPRIS DB(http://kpat.kipris.or.kr/). In configuring 
search formula, 1st step carried out basic search by using IPC, International 
Patent Classification. In the 2nd step, IPC code was re-extracted(7 digit level) 
from the search results in the 1st step. At the 3rd step, the keyword search 
combined the keyword with ‘or’ in consideration for possibility to omit when 
searching only with IPC. The keyword were applied to the patent summary. 
After running following entire analysis process based on the 3rd search 
formula, all the analysis ran earlier were run again by modifying the search 
formula. The final formula is as follows, with which the search results of 
information security patent came out to be 174,155 patents filed at the time 
of the September 30, 2013.
International Patent Classification(IPC), which was extracted from the 
searched patents, was matched with the required skills per job(See text table 
5-4), while the relative frequency of skills needs(%) was calculated from IPC 
occurrence frequency corresponding to required skills per job along with a 
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review on the trend. At the same time, the trend of entire skills including 
general-purpose technology IPC and the skills needs trend of top 20 patent 
applied companies including general-purpose technology IPC were calculated 
and compared.
② Forecast result and verification
Regardless of the differences in forecast method:
a. ‘(B8) Network security’ appears to be the skill maintaining the 
importance continuously, while
b. ‘(F1) Encryption algorithm’, ‘(B7) Data security’, ‘(N-2) Cryptology’, 
‘(A-1) Security vulnerability analysis’, ‘(A-3) Simulated hacking and simulated 
penetration’ and ‘(B-6) PC Security’ were presented as newly emerging skills, 
and 
c. ‘(B1) Information security management system’, ‘(K13) Authentication 
service’, ‘(K-11) Mobile device management’, ‘(M1) Vulnerability analysis’, 
‘(J-1) Security architecture’, ‘(K-1) Firewall building’ and ‘(K-7) OTP’ were 
presented as the skills being incorporated into the basic skills with receding 
independence compared to past. 
Based on the forecast that includes general-purpose technology IPC, ‘(B-2) 
Security policy’, ‘(Q-1) Security audit’ and ‘(Q-2) Information security event 
management’ were also expected to be newly emerging skills.
For verification on the validity to actuality of these forecast results, a 
survey was conducted with information security companies and relevant 
experts. The <Table 4> presents the findings from the survey on the validity 
to actuality of forecast together with the forecast results that includes a 
general-purpose technology IPC. The survey result was generally similar with 
exceptions of high frequency for ‘(B-6) PC security’ in the survey findings of 
manufacturer only and expert group, ② newly emerging skills in the survey 
findings of manufacturer only, and ① skills that maintaining importance 
continuously in the survey findings of expert group. Survey results can be 
interpreted as supporting the results of the skills needs forecast executed from 
the entire patents applied including general purpose technology IPC(Fisher’s 
Exact-Test is significant, with the significant level 5%).
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Skills
Forecast including general 
purpose Technology related 
IPC
Corporate & Expert surveys on 
validity of forecast
Corporate only(6) Corporate (6) +Expert group (5)
Use entire 
patents 
applied
Top 20 patent 
applied 
company only
① ② ③ ④ ① ② ③ ④
(A-1) Security 
vulnerability
analysis
② ② 17% 83% 0% 0% 36% 64% 0% 0%
(A-3) Simulated 
hacking and
simulated 
penetration
② ② 17% 83% 0% 0% 40% 60% 0% 0%
(B-1) 
Information 
security
management 
system
② ② 17% 0% 83% 0% 20% 20% 60% 0%
(B-2) Security 
policy ② ② 17% 50% 33% 0% 30% 50% 20% 0%
(B-6) PC 
security ② ② 17% 50% 17% 0% 50% 40% 10% 0%
(B-7) Data 
security ② ② 0% 100% 0% 0% 11% 89% 0% 0%
(B-8) Network 
security ① ① 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
(C-1) Privacy 
information
protection law
② ③ 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
(C-2) Privacy 
information
encryption
② ④ 17% 83% 0% 0% 27% 73% 0% 0%
(F-1) 
Encryption 
Algorithm
② ② 33% 67% 0% 0% 36% 55% 9% 0%
(J-1) Security 
architecture ③ ③ 0% 0% 100% 0% 20% 0% 80% 0%
(K-1) Firewall 
building ③ ③ 0% 0% 100% 0% 20% 0% 80% 0%
(K-11) Mobile 
device
management
③ ③ 0% 50% 50% 0% 9% 64% 27% 0%
(K-13) 
Authentication 
service
③ ③ 0% 0% 100% 0% 18% 18% 64% 0%
(K-6) DB 
security 
encryption
② ④ 0% 83% 0% 17% 18% 73% 0% 9%
(K-7) OTP ③ ③ 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 10% 90% 0%
<Table 4> Survey for the validity of skills needs forecast
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(M-1) 
Vulnerability 
analysis
③ ③ 17% 0% 83% 0% 40% 0% 60% 0%
(N-2) 
Cryptology ② ② 50% 50% 0% 0% 45% 45% 9% 0%
(Q-1) Security 
audit ② ② 0% 100% 0% 0% 30% 70% 0% 0%
(Q-2) 
Information 
security
event 
management
② ② 0% 83% 17% 0% 10% 80% 10% 0%
 Note) ① Skills maintaining Continuous importance 
② Newly emerging Skills
③ Converted to general purpose Skills
④ Importance decreasing Skills
5) Utilizing skills forecast method through patent analysis
This study aimed to develop a methodology which utilizes patent analysis 
for future skills needs. It tried to present future skills needs for the 
emergence of new knowledge based on technological innovation trend and 
patent analysis, in comparison with the existing analysis method using Labor 
Market Information(LMI) for the analysis on today and near future from 
present basis. This study tried to raise the usability of patent information 
analysis by showing how the patent information analysis can be utilized in 
future skills needs analysis, while improving the analysis method for future 
skills needs.
However, the skills needs forecasted with the patent information of late 
2000s in information security field resembles a substantial portion with the 
skills needs of present days in 2013, but matching accuracy of skills needs 
forecasted from different field or time with realized skills needs is not 
guaranteed. As well as differences in the speed and pattern of technological 
advancement due to differences in technological characteristics, the difference 
in the various socioeconomic environments that technologies are realized will 
be present. However, from the viewpoint that education and training or 
fostering future talents in preemptive preparation and response to the 
emergence of new job or industry is still an important issue, utilizing specific 
technology information such as patent in forecasting future skills needs is still 
desired.
While this study is limited to the information security area by using 
Korean patent information, it can be expanded to other areas and patents of 
United States, Japan and Europe in the future. When it happens, the 
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expansion of coverage would be most appropriate in the leading growth 
sector from new technological changes, while using more detailed patent 
classification code of the countries, including UPC of the United States, FI 
and F-term of Japan, ECLA of Europe and CPC which is jointly developed 
by the Europe and U.S. Furthermore, one of the core issues in this study is 
‘Matching required skills per job with IPC’, but in addition to the 0-1 matrix 
of current, more specific and detailed method is required. The most effective 
measure for that would be the co-word analysis on keyword, which should be 
developed further in subsequent studies.
